College of the Canyons’ ASL Department & Club present

ME HEAR NONE

Friday, February 27, 2015 at 7pm • Santa Clarita Performing Arts Center

Me Hear None covers a variety of topics including:

• Growing up in a Deaf Residential School
• Family Interactions
• Daily Life as a Deaf Adult including a hilarious commentary on Videophone and Pager usage
• Non-Verbal Body Movement
• Circle of Life: the human life cycle from birth through death
• The Wall: a memorial to war veterans
• Sign Dancing
• Finger Mime
• Audience participation in Non-Verbal Body Movement Improvisation

Ticket prices are $17 and VIP Seating $20

• VIP Dinner & Show catered by StoneFire Grill in advance with Robert at 5pm. Only 10 tickets available. $55 each

www.canyonsPAC.edu  Box Office: 661-362-5304

www.robertwhere.com

Starring
Robert DeMayo

Workshops: Saturday, February 28 in University Center 258

Depicting verbs: 10am - 1pm
This workshop will provide the participant with valuable instruction for how to depict verbs, or “Classifiers.” There will be an emphasis on using the correct hand shapes when describing all those adjectives, nouns and adverbs you hear in Legal, Medical, and Educational settings. Learn how to properly express various concepts so Deaf observers can clearly see the picture you are describing. This hands-on workshop will be entertaining as well as educational! .3 PS CEUs

Theatrical Interpreting: 2pm - 5pm
This workshop will help improve your ability to interpret for stage performances. What is the right way to present the information you hear from a voice actor and carry out the information to Deaf audience? How much emotion can the interpreter give when signing the script or song from stage? What choice of words should an interpreter use when speaking for Deaf storytellers or acting? Come learn these techniques in an interactive fashion, while working with an actual script. .3 PS CEU

SCRID is an Approved RID CMP Sponsor for Continuing Education Activities. This (Professional Studies OR General Studies) program is offered for .3 PS CEUs per workshop.

These workshops are for ASL students of any level and interpreters. No refunds available • An interpreter will be provided.